
Code Description Price Picture
10-420 Router Boss 420 Standard

All Router Boss machines provide an unprecedented level of control and 
versatility in routing wood. Because you are not constrained in the bits you can 
use or cuts you can make, you can focus on the creative and aesthetic aspects 
of woodworking. The machine controls both the router and the wood and offers 
a power feed capability with a 42” sliding bar. Scales, cursors and stops provide 
a precise means of positioning cuts. Safety features and advanced technologies 
are fully integrated.

$795

10-470 Router Boss 470 with Digital Option
Same features as Router Boss 420, except with an extended 47” sliding bar 
work holder plus a built-in electronic digital scale that measures movement of 
the sliding bar and indicates cut locations with extreme accuracy. The large 
top-mounted LCD display reads either in mm, decimal or fractional inch.

$995

10-360 Router Boss 360 
Same features as Router Boss 420, except more compact with a 36” sliding 
bar work holder and without our front side magnetic dust chute.

$695

12-240 Plunge Assist Kit
Makes depthing of the router a one-handed operation, leaving your other 
hand free to position the wood with Router Boss’s power-feed. Provides 
enhanced plunge control that is excellent for mortising operations.

$45
DeWalt 625

$55
Universal

12-220 Precision Stop
Micro-adjustable stop that rides in our guide rail t-tracks. A quarter turn of the 
adjustment head equals 1/4 mm or 1/100”. Provides a very precise adjustment 
to the t of tenons and other joints. One precision stop is included in our 
accessory package deal.

$35.

12-230 Setup Gauge Bars
3/4” wide brass gauge bars cut from key stock in 21/2” lengths. Set 
includes 1/16”, 1/8”, 1/4”, 3/8” and 1/2” bars. Use gauge bars to 
eliminate measuring when setting stops or router plunge depth.

$20

12-225 Micro-Adjuster
Provides a very ne adjustment to the position of the sliding bar work holder. 
With the micro-adjuster and our digital scale, you can easily position cuts 
along the sliding bar with .001” accuracy. Included with Router Boss 470.

$35

12-250 Mortise Table Kit
31” by 7” t-track work holder that mounts 2 ways on the sliding bar and adds 
additional work holder capablities.  Mount horizontally for cutting on the face 
or edge of a board. Mount vertically for cutting on the end of a board or at a 
miter angle.  The height and tilt is adjustable when mounted horizontally.

$250

12-260 Riser Plate with Fence (Router Table) Kit
3/4” MDF riser plate plus a feather board, bristle brush and an attachable 
pair of fences that together increase the maximum depth of cut and provide 
router table capability for hand-feeding a work piece against the bit 
(pro ling). Included in our accessory package deal.

$65
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12-100 Special: Accessory Package Deal
Save 10% with this bundle of popular Router Boss accessories. Includes 
Mortise Table Kit, Riser Plate with Fence Kit, a Precision Stop, Double 
Feather Board and a T-track clamp. 

$350

12-280 Depth Gauge Kit
8” or 10” electronic digital scale with mm, decimal inch and fractional inch 
LCD display. Can be mounted to precisely measure either router plunge 
depth (DeWalt 625/Trend only) or router cross-cut position.

8” or 10”
$35

12-300 Multi-angle Work Holder Kit
Optional 15" wide work holder that can hold wood at single or compound 
angles up to 45° for mortising, tenoning, and other operations. For example, 
in cutting the angled tenons used in chair construction.  

$200

13-625 DeWalt 625 Router
This router ts the Router Boss perfectly. It has long been the industry 
standard in heavy duty plunge routers. It is solidly made, 3-HP, soft start 
and variable speed. It has a smooth plunging action that works well with 
our plunge assist bar.

$295

13-198 Eliminator Quick Change Chuck
Enables cutters to be exchanged with ease without the use of wrenches. 
Instead of squeezing the collet fingers around the shank, it's patented 
locking system uses an eccentric cam, operated by a single 5/32” Allen 
wrench. Give it a twist and the bit is locked in place. 

$60

17-130 Carbide Spiral Set
Made in USA by Whiteside from solid carbide, this 3 piece up-cut spiral bit set 
(1/4”, 3/8” and 1/2” widths) with long 1", 11/2" and 2” cutting lengths is best 
for cutting tenons, mortises and dovetail pins. All the bits have 1/2” shanks 
with an extra long 2” shank length that is best with Router Boss.

$120

17-140 Narrow Neck HSS Dovetail Set
Made in USA from M4 PM high speed tool steel for extra toughness. Our 
maximum performance dovetail bits for natural wood. Includes two 8° bits 
and one 10° bit. All with 2" long 1/2” shanks. Use with wood up to 15/16” in 
thickness. The narrow necks provide a hand cut look. Made in USA.

$65

17-175 TCT Dovetail Set
A boxed set of TCT (carbide tipped) dovetail bits that can be used with either 
real wood or man-made material up to 11/4” in thickness. Includes ve 8° bits 
for through and drawer dovetails and two 10° bits for sliding dovetails. All 
have 1/2” shanks with 2” shank length. Made in Taiwan.

$95

17-200 Vertical Door Panel Bits
For raised panel doors. All have 1/2” shanks with 2” shank length. By 
raising or lowering the bit you can adjust pro le from 1” to 11/2” of reveal. 
Choose straight, ogee or convex pro le. Made in Taiwan.

$35 each

$100 set
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To Order: Enter your order online at www.chips y.com or phone 
1-513-233-9019. We accept Visa, Master Card, Discover, Amex and 
PayPal payment and ship UPS, FedEx or USPS (postal). Your satisfaction 
is always guaranteed. For additional product information or technical 
questions email: info@chips y.com513.233.9019




